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Objective. Although emotional blunting is a core feature of behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD), there are no
practical clinical measures of emotional expression for the early diagnosis of bvFTD. Method. Three age-matched groups
(bvFTD, Alzheimer’s disease (AD), and healthy controls (HC)) of eight participants each were presented with real-life vignettes
varying in emotional intensity (high versus low) with either negative or positive outcomes. This study evaluated verbal (self-
reports of distress) and visual (presence or absence of facial affect) measures of emotional expression during the vignettes.
Results. The bvFTD patients did not differ from the AD and HC groups in reported distress or in the amount of facial affect
during vignettes with high emotional intensity or type of outcome. However, the bvFTD patients reported significantly less
distress and had correspondingly few facial affective expressions when compared on vignettes of low intensity. Conclusions.
Patients with bvFTD require a high intensity of emotional stimulus and are significantly hyporesponsive to low-intensity
stimuli. Simple screening or observations of verbal and facial responsiveness to mildly arousing stimuli may aid in
differentiating bvFTD from normal subjects and patients with other dementias. Future studies can investigate whether delivering
information with high emotional intensity can facilitate communication with patients with bvFTD.

1. Introduction

Behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD) results
in socioemotional changes including abnormalities in
context-appropriate behavior and personality [1]. These
changes manifest as apathy or abulia, loss of empathy or
sympathy, and disinhibition or poor impulse control, as well
as other behaviors [2, 3]. Numerous studies demonstrate
prominent impairments in socioemotional processing
suggesting generalized emotional blunting may underlie
many of these disturbed behaviors in bvFTD [4–6].

BvFTD patients generally fail to report distress and dem-
onstrate decreased reactivity to emotional stimuli [7, 8].
Decreased verbal and facial expressions of emotion may
result from an impaired ability to correctly recognize
emotions [9–12], evident in decreased recognition of facial

affect [9, 13–15]. Patients with bvFTD are especially impaired
in the recognition of negative emotions [11, 16, 17], with
relative preservation of the recognition of pleasant emotions
such as happiness [10, 11, 15, 18]. Thus, while bvFTD
patients demonstrate deficits in recognizing most emotions,
and a striking paucity of emotional reactions [14, 19], they
are not entirely devoid of emotional recognition.

There is a relationship of decreased emotional reactivity,
manifest as decreased verbal and visual emotional expression,
and decreased empathic behavior. The lack of verbal or visual
emotional expression, operationalized as “emotional blunt-
ing” or “callous-unemotional” traits, is correlated not only
with lack of empathy in bvFTD [4, 7] but also with decreased
cognitive and affective empathy, affective perspective taking,
and psychopathic traits in other populations [20, 21]. Empa-
thy in bvFTD is a complex multidimensional construct and
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may correspond more directly to decreased emotional
expressivity rather than with more traditional measures of
emotion in bvFTD, such as the ability to identify facial
expressions [22, 23]. To date, there has been little work on
this relationship.

The lack of emotional expressivity may be a major clini-
cal clue to the presence of bvFTD and, as such, could serve
as the basis for a clinical test. Such a test is needed because
the differentiating of bvFTD from other dementias, psychiat-
ric conditions, and even normal subjects is important for
management and prognosis [24, 25]. For example, there are
patients with the behavioral criteria of bvFTD who prove to
have Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [26–28] and there are patients
with bvFTD who have prominent memory deficits as in AD
[29, 30]. In most clinical situations, there are no readily
available and definitive biomarkers for screening these
patients, again emphasizing the need for a practical screening
test for bvFTD.

This study investigated screening for verbal and visual
emotional expressions during video and audio presentation
of real-life vignettes among patients with bvFTD compared
with those with AD and healthy control (HC) subjects. Emo-
tional expressions may vary depending on the emotional
intensity of the eliciting stimuli [31, 32], and psychophysio-
logical studies indicate a lowering of basic sympathetic tone
in bvFTD, with reactivity to more intense stimuli [7].
Accordingly, this study compares self-reports of emotional
distress and degree of facial expressivity on a standardized
facial coding system during viewing of emotional vignettes
of both high and low emotional intensity having either
negative or positive outcomes.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants. Among patients in a university subspecialty
clinic, this study recruited participants diagnosed with prob-
able bvFTD per International Consensus Criteria [1], all of
whom met criteria for loss of sympathy or empathy, and
comparably impaired patients with clinically probable AD
per National Institute on Aging–Alzheimer Association
criteria [33]. The AD patients were age matched with the
bvFTD patients within three years. Additionally, age-
matched HC participants were recruited from volunteers in
the community. Exclusion criteria included the presence of
medical or psychiatric comorbidities save those of hyperten-
sion and diabetes. The dementia patients completed a
screening interview, a standard neurological examination,
and cognitive screening. The UCLA Institutional Review
Board (IRB) approved this study, and each participant
provided informed consent.

2.2. Procedures. The presentation of vignettes and the record-
ing of facial affect were conducted in a quiet testing room. On
entering the room, the participants were instructed to sit in a
comfortable chair situated three feet in front of a computer
screen and given instructions on the vignettes. They were
asked to monitor the screen for a prompt indicating the onset
of a vignette. During the vignette presentations, they were
told to take note of their levels of distress. They were also

informed that, during the viewing of the vignette, a video
camera would be recording their visual gaze for purposes of
assuring their attention to the vignettes and to later evaluate
their facial responses. Finally, the participants were informed
that their level of distress and recollection of the vignette
would be queried immediately after each vignette.

2.2.1. Video Vignettes. The study involved 16 emotional
vignettes of 30 seconds or less duration presented in a
randomized order in three different counterbalanced presen-
tation sequences. All vignettes were performed by the same
actor looking directly into the camera and presented through
SuperLab Pro 4.0 with audio through headphones. There
were four basic vignette scenarios: (1) relating the results of
a test for cancer, (2) reporting on an automobile accident
involving the presenter’s grandfather, (3) informing on the
status of a missing child, and (4) discussing the military
deployment of the presenter’s brother. These four scenarios
were each presented with high intensity (delivered with
prominent vocal prosody and facial affect) or low intensity
(delivered with a flat and static voice and facial image) and
with a final (last few seconds) negative outcome or a positive
outcome, for a total of 16 vignettes. During development, an
independent group of 10 HC participants analyzed the emo-
tional intensity of these vignettes on a five-point scale, where
“1”—not intense and “5”—very intense, and reliability agreed
on emotional intensity content (k = 0 91). The items resulted
in a bimodal distribution consistent with our classification of
8 “high-intensity” versus 8 “low-intensity” vignettes.

2.2.2. Verbal Distress Ratings. Immediately after each vignette
presentation, participants were queried on their comprehen-
sion of the vignettes and asked to rate their degree of distress
on a Likert scale responding to the question, “How do you
feel at the end of the story?” On the scale, “1” anchored
to “no distress” and “5” anchored to “very distressed.” In
order to assure understanding as well as attention to the
vignettes, participants were also asked to describe each
vignette’s content in their own words and their responses
recorded for the presence of understanding of the essence
of each vignette.

2.2.3. Facial Coding. Two independent raters coded the
videos of the participants for facial expression using an estab-
lished coding system for facial affect, the Facial Action
Coding System (FACS) [34]. Both were FACS-certified raters
who had previously practiced facial coding on a group of 7
normal subjects who watched the vignettes while being
videotaped. For this study, the raters coded the participants’
facial expressions (e.g., furrowed brow, angry) during the
vignettes and determined whether they expressed any identi-
fiable emotion, as defined by the FACS system. During
viewing of each 30-second vignette, the raters coded each
for the presence or absence of any observable facial expres-
sions with “1” and no identifiable facial expressions with
“0” with summary scores for the higher intensity and the
lower intensity vignettes. The two raters demonstrated sub-
stantial interrater reliability, k = 0 80.
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2.3. Statistical Analyses. This study utilized SPSS 23.0
software for statistical analysis. Chi-square and F-tests were
used to evaluate group differences, and analyses of variance
(ANOVA) were used for formal hypothesis testing. Pear-
son correlations assessed the relations between the distress
scores and the number of facial expressions for each
vignette. Post hoc analyses of pairwise comparisons were
done with Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) and
Tukey tests.

3. Results

3.1. Basic Group Comparisons. There were no significant
group differences on demographic variables of age, sex, years
of education, or handedness (see Table 1). The two dementia
groups did not differ on the Montreal Cognitive Assessment
scale [35].

3.2. Vignette General Results. The participants’ attention and
understanding of the vignettes were adequate for the study.
On the videotapes, they maintained their eye gaze on the
screen during the vignettes. After each vignette, all subjects
demonstrated understanding of the vignettes by relating the
essence of each vignette’s content.

3.3. Reported Distress Levels. The bvFTD group reported less
distress than the other two groups when listening and
viewing lower intensity vignettes (η2 = 0.41, F(2, 19) = 9.85,
p = 0 003; see Figure 1). Post hoc analysis for lower intensity
vignettes reviewed significant pairwise differences for the
bvFTD group versus the AD group and for the bvFTD group
versus the HC group (both LSD and Tukey p < 0 05) but not
between the AD group and HC group. In contrast, the groups
reported no differences in level of distress among higher
intensity vignettes. Additionally, there were no significant
group differences in reported distress between vignettes with
negative (high or low intensity) or positive (high or low
intensity) outcomes.

3.4. Facial Coding. Facial affect scores for the two raters were
summed for the 8 higher intensity vignettes (n = 16) and
the 8 lower intensity vignettes (n = 16). There were no dif-
ferences in the presence of facial expression between
groups on the higher intensity vignettes, but the bvFTD
patients demonstrated significantly fewer facial expressions
on the lower intensity vignettes (η2 = 0.49, F(2, 19) = 16.84,
p < 0 001; see Figure 2). Post hoc analysis for lower inten-
sity vignettes reviewed significant pairwise differences for
the bvFTD group versus the AD group and for the bvFTD
group versus the HC group (both LSD and Tukey p < 0 05)
but not between the AD group and HC group. Similar to
the verbal distress scores, there were no significant facial
affect score differences between groups based on negative or
positive outcomes.

3.5. Correlations between Self-Report Distress and Facial
Affect. Across all three groups, the overall level of self-
reported distress correlated with the total number of facial
expressions across the vignettes (i.e., the participants’ level
of distress increased correspondingly to more facial affective

expressions to the stimuli), r(24) = 0.76, p = 0 002. Within the
bvFTD group, the total level of distress also correlated to
the instances of facial affect, such that they frequently
responded to high-intensity content with some type of facial
expression but lacked responsiveness to low-intensity con-
tent, r(8) = 0.54, p = 0 021. Likewise, within the AD and HC
groups, the reported distress level positively correlated with
instances of facial affect (AD: r(8) = 0.62, p = 0 008; HC:
r(8) = 0.77, p = 0 002).

4. Discussion

In this preliminary study, bvFTD and AD, the two most
common early-onset neurodegenerative dementias, are eas-
ily distinguished on verbal and facial measures of emo-
tional reactivity. This study examines emotional reactivity
by comparing self-reported levels of distress and observing
facial expressions to emotional vignettes of varying emo-
tional intensity. When the vignettes were of high emo-
tional intensity, the bvFTD patients did not differ from
the AD and HC participants in self-reported level of dis-
tress or the amount of facial affect. However, when the
emotional stimuli were of low intensity, the bvFTD partic-
ipants significantly differed from the AD and HC partici-
pants, reporting less distress and showing fewer facial
expressions of affect. Observing the lack of verbal and
visual emotional responses to mild-moderate intensity,
emotional stimuli in bvFTD suggests a promising method
for distinguishing these patients from those with other
dementias and from normal subjects.

The correct recognition and diagnosis of bvFTD is
important for clinical management, clinical trial enrollment,
genetic analysis, and the understanding of these disorders
[24, 25]. Clinicians may misdiagnose bvFTD as AD if there
are deficits in episodic declarative memory [29, 30] or if the
patient does not meet established criteria for bvFTD [1]. In
contrast, clinicians may misdiagnose AD as bvFTD in the
presence of early neuropsychiatric features [27, 28] or in
the presence of the frontal or “behavioral/dysexecutive”
variant of AD [26]. Clinically accessible tests, such as pos-
itron emission tomography (PET) scans, could mitigate
the number of misdiagnoses; however, even fluorodeoxy-
glucose PET scans can be normal in early bvFTD [36],
and amyloid or tau PET imaging are not readily or eco-
nomically available for AD.

The use of diagnostic measures of emotional expression
in bvFTD is a good alternative, not only because of clinical
availability but also because of the neuroanatomical foci of
this disease. Compared to AD, where brain regions for emo-
tional processing are relatively intact [37], bvFTD affects
multiple neuroanatomical regions involved in emotion. Their
lack of empathy and connectedness corresponds to atrophy
of frontal regions, such as the anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC) and ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) [38,
39], and of the anterior temporal lobes [40, 41]. Symptoms
of apathy and the tendency to respond to emotional situa-
tions with disinterest most often associate with frontal
dysfunction, especially of the ACC and VMPFC [39, 42],
and symptoms involving emotion processing, including
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emotional blunting and emotion recognition, additionally
correlate with the right anterior temporal region [14].
Patients with bvFTD may fail to recognize or misinterpret
emotional stimuli such as facial affect [10, 13, 43]. These
patients may be unable to understand the context of the
emotional stimuli, extract its meaning, experience interocep-
tive emotional awareness, or intentionally express emotions
[44–48]. Furthermore, bvFTD patients have decreased
physiological reactivity to emotional stimuli suggesting
the need for a higher threshold of intensity to react to
emotions [7].

In this study, the intensity of the emotional stimuli differ-
entially affects the elicitation of self-reported distress and
corresponding facial affect among the bvFTD participants
compared to the other groups. Tasks varying in emotional
intensity may be especially sensitive in detecting impair-
ments in emotion recognition [49], regardless of the presence
of a negative or a positive outcome. The results of this study
suggests that bvFTD patients require a high intensity of
emotional stimulus in order to elicit distress and affective
expression. It is also possible that the relative preservation
of happiness and surprise in some studies of bvFTD could
indicate a greater experience of intensity for these emotions
[10, 15]. In addition, in normal socioemotional settings, low
levels of emotional intensity are the norm, so bvFTD patients
may appear as if they have total affective blunting. Finally, the
findings of this preliminary study suggest an approach to
interactions and interventions for caregivers and others
through the use of a higher intensity of emotional expression
as a way to facilitate communication [20].

There are several methodological concerns with this
study. First, the study has a relatively small sample size per
group and may be underpowered. Nevertheless, in this pilot
study, the number of participants per group is sufficient to
disclose significant group differences. A future study with
larger numbers can further investigate these findings.
Second, the study used a Likert scale of distress, which only
accounts for ratings from very upset to not very upset with-
out assessing different individual emotions. Third, the lack
of differential results based on negative or positive outcome
could be based on the experimental design, as only the last
few seconds of the vignette involved different outcomes.
Finally, there could be concerns with the facial coding, and
as with the verbal self-reports, this study did not specifically
analyze the different types of emotions or the participants’
recognition of specific emotions. This procedure, however,

Table 1: Characteristics between behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD), Alzheimer’s disease (AD), and healthy control (HC)
groups.

BvFTD
M (SD; range) or %

AD
M (SD; range) or %

HC
M (SD; range) or %

Sig.

Age (years) 61.3 (10.1; 42–78) 60.0 (4.9; 49–65) 59.0 (5.1; 49–66) n.s.

Sex (% male) 50% 38% 38% n.s.

Education (years) 15.9 (2.4; 12–20) 16.3 (2.0;12–18) 16.1 (3.1;12–18) n.s.

Handedness (% right) 88% 88% 100% n.s.

Montreal Cognitive Assessment 17.4 (6.3; 11–29) 16.9 (5.8; 11–23) — n.s.

M =mean; SD = standard deviation; % = percentage.
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Figure 1: Group distress by level of vignette intensity among
behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD), Alzheimer’s
disease (AD), and healthy control (HC) groups. The bvFTD group
reported less distress (M= 1.40, SD= 1.05) than the other two
groups when listening and viewing lower intensity vignettes
(MAD = 3.01, SDAD = 0.95; MHC = 2.88, SDHC = 0.71). The groups
reported no differences in the level of distress among higher
intensity vignettes (MbvFTD = 3.81, SDbvFTD = 1.75; MAD= 4.34,
SDAD= 0.95; MHC= 4.15, SDHC= 1.38). Asterisk indicates post hoc
significance of the bvFTD group from the other groups.
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Figure 2: Group occurrences of facial affect by vignette intensity
among behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD),
Alzheimer’s disease (AD), and healthy control (HC) groups. There
were no differences in the presence of facial expression between
the groups on the higher intensity vignettes (MbvFTD = 13.13,
SDbvFTD = 1.61; MAD= 15. 01, SDAD= 1.66; MHC= 14.20, SDHC = 1.
79; p = 0 169), but the bvFTD patients demonstrated significantly
fewer facial expressions on the lower intensity vignettes
(MbvFTD = 5.20, SDbvFTD = 2.01; MAD = 15.00, SDAD= 1.25;
MHC= 14.20, SDHC = 1.78). Asterisk indicates post hoc significance
of the bvFTD group from the other groups.
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is an established technique for determining the presence or
absence of facial affect, and this methodology lends itself to
evaluation of specific emotions in future studies.

In summary, clinicians and investigators may observe
and document the emotional blunting in bvFTD as a relative
absence of verbal and facial emotional expression to mild-
moderate emotional stimuli that routinely elicit emotional
responses in others. Further systematic research on how to
observe and record emotional expression in bvFTD, for
example, as responses to simple picture stimuli in the clinic,
may help better recognize, diagnose, and eventually manage
these patients.
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